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The feroci fortune teller presciently warns that we are on the verge of observing the culmination of human development and its technological achievements. Can we, as a global society, learn how to use our unlimited power to better our lives? Can we resolve the tragic paradox of our existence? Can we find the perfect balance of art and science? Can we
rise above our primitive selves? Together with an interstellar federation of alien species, a clockwork scientific expedition setting forth through the cosmos discovers the ultimate prison, a super-massive black hole at the center of the Milky Way. Soon after, a deadly virus begins mutating, and the expedition warps to the Milky Way’s neighbouring star, the
Scorpio-Centaurus super-cluster. There they find a nine-billion-year-old civilization sitting at the foothills of an immense beehive universe, a hive already home to over eleven billion intelligent species. Their arrival heralds a race of alien ambassadors to help them navigate the unknown and solve the galaxy-spanning riddle of the Fermi Paradox. Key
Features: - A metaphysical journey that sets the framework of the universe through the lens of creation myths and sigil lore. - Search through twenty unique planets to solve the mystery of the Fermi Paradox and unlock the secrets of the universe. - A six-act quest to find the perfect balance between art and science - Three unique and diverse alien races,
each with a radically different approach to the cosmos - An amazing soundtrack composed by MONA MUR, actress and recording artist - Access to the game soundtrack and DLC - A beautiful and immersive art-directed game world Additional ScreenshotsQ: How to make sure that my fancybox image is centered? I have an image in the example code that is
linked to a simple fancybox popup. The only thing that I want to do is make the image centered in the popup. I couldn't find in the documentation which properties do this. (Im using fancybox-1.3.4.) Here is the code:

The Fermi Paradox Soundtrack Features Key:
Seven Foggier tales – Immediately play your favorite stories on the Fermi Paradox Soundtrack, hand-picked for you
Over ten hours of novel-length fiction – Great stories from how our universe could have come into being, to how we might warp gravity to escape our central sun
Mechanics for common story formats – Learn and use the tools for plotting, character arcs, orchestration, theme, theme pulling, and across-the-board suspense
25 overall goals and 15 core themes – Tackle screenwriting with cross-genre topics including philosophy, religion, psychology, writing, numerology, extraterrestrials, the apocalypse, and psychology—depending on which sub-section you’re in, a different goal applies
Diverse, expert development team including professional screenwriters and producers, Nathaniel Buzolic Productions (Neverending Story, 7 Minutes to Midnight)
Fully customizable and flexible props – The best part of being given an assignment, is coming up with your own, unique way to implement it. Find any version of your favorite film or book in the game, and you’ll find the tools to bring it to life.
And much, much more
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